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MATERIALS
• DMC Stranded Cotton  - 1 skein of each colour

   Ice cream in a cone:
150 Ultra V DK Dusty Rose
3805 Cyclamen Pink
3806 L T Cyclamen Pink
818 Baby Pink
3828 Hazelnut Brown
729 MD Old Gold
676 LT Old Gold

Popsicle:
307 Lemon
727 V LT Topaz
3341Apricot
3806 LT Cyclamen Pink
3805 Cyclamen Pink
676 LT Old Gold

• Colourful T-shirts and extra fabric for the pockets
• DMC Crewel Needle Size 24
• DMC Soluble Canvas DC90

TO BEGIN:
1. Cut a piece of fabric for the pocket 
approximately 15 x 15cm. 
2. Start by finding the centre of the fabric, fold it 
into quarters to make a crease - this will show you 
the middle. You will start stitching from the center 
of the design. Put the soluble canvas onto your 
fabric and secure it in place with large stitches.
3. To begin stitching, thread the required colour 
onto the needle and bring the needle from the 
back of the work through to the front.
NOTE: Your DMC Stranded Cotton has 6 strands; 
use 2 strands for Cross Stitch and 2 strands for 
Backstitch.
4. Draw the yarn through leaving a 3cm tail at 
the back. Hold this tail, so your first few stitches 
are worked over it. This will secure your thread 
evenly.
NOTE: Never tie a knot in your thread.
5. Start with diagonal stitches from bottom left 
to top right (/////), work the line in that thread 
colour. Then working back over those stitches from 
bottom right to top left (\\\\\), cross over back to 
where you started. You should now have your line 
of crosses (XXXXX).
NOTE: When stitching, make sure you don’t pull 
the thread too tight as this can make the work 
uneven.
6. Follow the chart and key, finishing each colour 
before you go onto the next.
7. To end off your thread, take your needle 
through to the back of your work and run it under 
a few stitches then trim cleanly.

HOW TO DISSOLVE SOLUBLE CANVAS:
Once you have completed all the stitching, cut 
off excess canvas. Soak the embroidered part  in 
hot soapy water for 5 - 10 min and rinse well. 
Dry and  iron it flat with an iron on warm using a 
cloth to protect your stitching. 
Stitch pocket onto the T-shirt using Buttonhole 
stitch with matching cotton or use sewing 
machine.
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